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1. Introduction 
In the model of a linear functional relationship with independent
normal errors of observation with equal variances the maximum likelihood 
estimator of the slope is the slope of the line fitted to minimize the 
sum of squared distances of the observed points from the line. It is 
mathematically equivalent (under an appropriate transformation) to the 
Limited Information Maximum Likelihood (LIML) estimator of a structural 
coefficient when there are two endogenous variables and the covariance 
matrix of the reduced form is known or known to within a proportionality 
factor (Anderson [1976)). The exact density of the estimator has 
been given by Mariano [1969], but it is not in a form that is easy for 
computation of probabilities. (The exact density of the LIML estimator 
when the covariance matrix is estimated has been given by Mariano and 
Sawa [1972), but its form is of necessity more complicated.) In this paper 
the density is given in another form. A more important purpose of this 
paper is to express the cumulative distribution function in a form 
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SOC77-14944 and SES79-13976 at the Institute for Mathematical Studies in 
the Social Sciences, Stanford University, and in part by NSF Grant 
SOC76-22232. The first author was a Sherman Fairchild Distinguished Scholar 
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* *Stanford University. 
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The authors are indebted to Naoto Kunitomo, Kimio Morimune, and Kanemi Ban 
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suitable for computation; it is a convergent infinite series of incom-
plete beta functions when the number of observations on the linear func-
tional relationship is even. 
If the number of observations is two (the number of excluded exog-
enous variables is one), the estimator reduces to a ratio of normal 
variables. The exact distribution (given by Marsaglia [1965], for example) 
simply involves univariate and bivariate normal distributions and a 
univariate normal distribution is an approximation. 
Anderson [1974) has given an asymptotic expansion of the cumu-
lative distribution function of the LIML estimator when the covarian�e 
matrix is estimated, up to terms of order -3/2 power of the noncentrality 
parameter. (The degrees of freedom in the estimator of the covariance 
matrix is assumed to be proportional to the noncentrality parameter.) 
The expartsion to terms of this order holds also for the case of the 
estimate of the covariance matrix being replaced by the matrix itself. 
The exact distribution of the LIML estimator, say the LIMLK estimator in 
this latter case,that is obtained in this paper can be used for computa-
tions to compare the exact and approximate distributions of the LIMLK 
estimator. 
In this paper an expansion of the distribution is obtained to 
a term of one higher order. Another asymptotic expansion is based on 
the doubly noncentral F-distribution. The latter will be shown accurate 
enough to be regarded as virtually exact, if the noncentrality parameter 
is moderately large. 
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In Section 5 a geometric interpretation in N - 1 dimensions is 
given, where N is the number of observations. This discussion throws 
light on the effect of the parameters on the distributions. 
2. The Model and Estimators 
Let the pairs (x
g
,y
g
) be independently normally distributed, each
pair with covariance matrix 2 a !• and suppose &c 
g µg 
g = l, • . •  ,N, where 
"g
y + tJµ 
g g 
1, • • . ,N 
The maximum likelihood estimator of B is 
where 
N 
l 2 2 s - s + l(s - s ) + 4s 
B = yy xx yy xx xY 
2s 
xY 
2s 
xy 
I 2 2 s - s + I ( s - s ) + 4s xx yy xx yy xy 
N N 
and &y g 
= " , g 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
s xx l (x _ x)2 g=l g s yy 
l (y - y)2 
g=l g 
s 
xY I (x - xHy - :Y>, (2.3) g=l g g 
x 1 
N
N l x g=l g y 
1 N 
N I Y g=l g (2. 4) 
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If 8 is the angle between the line (2.1) and the µ-axis, the maximum 
likelihood estimator of 8 is a solution of B =tan 8. We shall find 
densities, distributions, and asymptotic expansions of the distributions 
of 8 and of 8 when 
02 1 
N 
2 }' {µ - iil2 
a g=l g 
(2. 5) 
N 
(where µ l µ /N) tends to infinity with N fixed. 
g�l g 
It has been shown (Anderson (1976)) that the model in the above
paragraph is equivalent to the structural equation model with two endogenous 
variables and K2 = n (= N - 1) excluded exogenous variables. The
estimator B here has been called the standardized coefficient a 
and o2 the noncentrality parameter in Anderson [ 1974], (1976] and in
Anderson and Sawa [1975], [1977], (1978], [ 1979]. 
3. Exact Densities and Distributions 
3.1 Densities 
If each pair of variables ( x ,y J is subjected to a e;iven rotation,
g g 
the new pair has the same covariance matrix cr2I and the distribution of 
8 - 8 is unchanged. (We identify angles differing by multiples of n 
in order to avoid defining the interval within which 8 and 8 are to 
lie). We can find the distribution or density of B or 8 for B = 0 
and then transform by a rotation to the case of an arbitrary value of 8. 
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Since the estimator S is homogeneous of degree 0 in (x ,y ), it isg g 
invariant with respect to scale transformations; hence, there is no loss 
in generality to take 02 = 1. 
The variables syy
' sxx' sxy have the noncentral Wishart distri-
bution (Anderson and Girshick [1944]) with density (when s = 0) 
for 
e 
02 
2 
s > o, yy -
e 
(s +s )ll.__Ei 
2 
1 
n-3 2 2 (s s - s ) yy x� -- ]';[_ 
2n112r(!:!....=...l.) 2 
l 
j=O 
0 2 . 
[(2) sxx]J 
j!f{�+j) 
s > O, and 2 Let us make the following s < s s xx - xy - yy xx 
(3 . 1) 
variate-transformation: s = (1 - s )y, 
yy 
s
xy 
= ry, and sxx = sy, where
y :: o, 0 < s < 1, -1/2 < r < 1/2, and 
r2 < s(l - s) 
The Jacobinn is 2 y . The density of y, s, and r is
e 
2 L n-3 
2 2 2 [s(l - s) - r ] 
l 
2<2r(�)2 
I
[ (�)2s]j
. 0 n . )J= j !f(2 + J 
y_ 
2 n+j-1e Y 
The marginal density of s and r is 
e 
2 L n-3 
2 [s(l - s) - r2] 2 1 
112r(�)2 
\ r ( n + j ) ( 02 j l n ---s) j=O j!r(2 + j) 2 
( 3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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We can transforc" to polar coordinates u (0 < u < 1/2) and ljl
(-rr < � < 11 )  s.ccording to r = u sin ljl, s = (1/2) + u cos ljl; that is, 
2 u 2 1 2 r + (s - 2) 2 1 r + s(s - 1) + 4 
2s 
tan ljl = _r_ = ___El_ 1 s - s s - 2 xx yy
tan 26 
Now thf' .joint density of u and ljl is 
for 
62 n-3 
21 2 2 e [4 - u ] 
f.rr  (�] 2 
l - l b . 1+ 1 1 � r (n + J) (0
2
)
j J i' {l)j-i . . 
j=O jlf(� + j) 2 i=O i!(j -i)! 2 u c
os tji 
0 < u < 1/2 and -11 < � < 11. Let u = vl/2 /2 to obtain a 
beta integration. Then the joint density of v and ljl is 
,,2 n-3 2 2 
e (1 - v) 
;; 2n r[n 
- 1]2 
. i 
CD 
( 2J t 2 • Al r n + j) (-L) y cos1 1jl 
j=O r(� + j) 4 i=O i!(j -i )! 
for O < v < 1 and -11 < ljl < 11. The integral of (3.9) with respect to 
v from 0 to 1 yields the density of ljl ( = 26) as 
02
-2 CD 0 J e __ l r(n+ J) ('s2)J l 
!;2nj=Or(¥+ j) 4 i=O 
i l i A r l2 + i cos "' 
[n + 1 + i].t(· ")tr � 1. J- 1 . 
( 3. 5) 
(3.6) 
( 3. 7)
(3.8) 
(3.0) 
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FinalJ.y, the density of e = tan (�/2) is obtained by substituting
into ( 3.9) 
A A2 A2 cos w = (1 - B )/(1 + B ) and multiplying by the Jacobian
A2 2/ (1 + B ) to obtain
022 a> 2 jJ e 
A L r ( n + j) (o ) 2. /;2n-1(1 + e2)j=O r(% + j) 4 i=O r[n 
r(� + 1)
+l+i]il( j 
A2 i (1 - 8 ) 
. 
• ) f A2)- i • (1 + B 
for _., < B < "'· Letting j - i = k, rearranging the terms, and using the 
duplication formula for the Gamma function, we can write (3.10) alternatively
as 
02
2 
]. 
(3.10) 
,... � l 
2 0 ( 1 - 132) r(E....±...i..) � 2 �i 
r\E+ i)r(i + 1) 4( A2 1F1 (n + 
. n 02 
i,2+i;--) 
(3.11) 
where 
rn(l +fl ) i=O 
lFl (a,b; 
x)
2 -2- l +fl) 
� r(a + J)r(b)xj 
J�O r(b + j)r(a)j! 
Incidentally, it can be seen that Elsi 
'4 
(3.12) 
since J l x ] /(l + x2)dx
As noted at the beginning of this section, the distribution of the estimator
of the slope for an arbitrary parameter value can be derived from the distribution 
for parameter value zero, because the distribution of the difference between the
estimate of the angle and its parameter value is independent of the parameter 
value. Let !3M = tan 8M be the maxiilllun likelihood estimator of the slope when 
13 = tan 8 is the parameter (and 13 = tan e is the estimator when the parameter 
value is zero). Then eM = 8 + 8 and 
or 
-8 -
13 - B = tan e - tan e M M 
B 
tan ( 8  + 8) - tan 8
tan 8 +Atan e - tan 81 - tan e tan e 
tan a (1 + tan2 6)
1 - tan e tan e 
<1 + e2>i3 
1 - es 
flM - B 
1 + BS;-
The density function of BM is obtained by replacing B by 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
A A 2 A 2 
(BM - 8)/(1 + 8BM) in (3.11), multiplying by (1 + 8 )/(1 + 8MB) , and 
replacing i by / = (1 + B2)o2. We obtain 
e 
2 
_..!:!.._ 2 
A2 /;(1 + BM) 
., 2 J · r (i + 1) ) r(n + J) (L) f -----=-�---­
j;;o r(� + J) 4 i=O r (n +} + i )i!(J - i)! 
{l -
x -
B2 + 413aM - <1 - 82)e�f 
<1 + 82)(1 + e�) J 
µ2 + . { -2 "' r ( !!..____2_) 2 
_e __ L _____ 2 L. 
/;(1 + �)i=-O r<% + i )r(i ; 1) 4 
2 
( . 1 + . µ ) •1F1n+i,2n i;4 
<1 - 132)<1 - s�> 
(1 + 132)(1 + 
+ 413sM}
i 
·2 BM) 
( 3.15) 
3.2 
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Distribution Functions 
The inequality S > z is 
2s 
> z 
s - s xx yy /r(s -+ xx s )
2 + 4s2
yy xy 
( 3.16) 
Since thq denominator is positive (with probability 1), we write (3.16) as 
ZS - ZS + 2s > z /(s - s )2 + 4�YY xx xy /I xx yy xy · 
The inequality (3.17) for z > 0 is satisfied if and only if 
and 
z(s - s ) + 2s > 0 yy xx xy 
2 2 
S (1 - Z ) > ZS (s - S ) xy xy xx YY 
( 3.1 7) 
( 3.18) 
(3.19) 
In terms of the new coordinates, the inequalities (3.18) and (3.19) are 
r > z( s - l)2 
2 2 1 (1 - z )r > 2zr(s - 2)
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
The intersection of the three inequalities (3.2), (3.20), and (3.21) is 
the shaded area in the Figures 1 and 2, respectively, for 0 < z < 1 and 
z > 1. 
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r 
r=�' 1 s - -) 
1 - z 2 
1 2 
______ / 
1 
Figure 1: {(r,s) le > z, o < z < l} 
r 
0 
r = z(s - :!:)2 
\ 1
r = 
s 
= �s- �) 
1 - z 
Fi cure 2 : { ( r ' s ) I i3 > z , 1 < z < ro} 
z(s _ :!:)2 
s 
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Integrating (3.4) with respect to r and s over the shaded 
region for a fixed value of z, we can evaluate numerically the complement 
of the distribution function 1 - F(z) = Pr {B > z} , 0 < z < ., By the
symmetry of the distribution, the cdf for a negative value of z may be 
evaluated as Pr {B < z} = Pr {S > -z} = 1 - F(-z), -00 < z < 0.
The intersection of (3.2) as an equality and (3.21) as an equality 
is the point 
(� ,--z_2) 1 + z 1 + z 
The integral of (3.4) over the region (3.2), r > O, and 
s < 1/(1 + z2) is 
(3.22) 
2 -o /2 ., 2 j /( 2 � e I r ( n + j) 0 
1 l+z ) • s ( 1-s )  ( )/ 
11-12r [(n - l)/2] j =O j!f(n/2+j)
(2) f f [s(l -s)- r2]
n-3 2
sjdrds
0 0 ; 
e -
02 /2 ., o 2 j 
2r(n/2) j�O (2) 
r(n + j)  l/(l+z
2) 
j !f(n/2 + j )  J sn/2+j-l( 0 1 
2 ., 2 j 
�e
-o /2 L (o2) il! Il/(l+z2) (n/2 + j '  n/2)L j=O v 
where 
I (p,q) x 
x 
l r'.p. + . q.) f tp-1(1 - t)q- dt
0 
- s)n/2-lds
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
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is the incomplete beta function. The integral of (3.4) over a triangle 
0 < r < a(s - 1/2) and 1/2 < s < b for a > 0 can be evaluated when 
n is odd. Let q = (n - 3)/2. Then the integral is 
2 ( 1 -o /2 b a s--) e 2 
q 
1/2 f I I q! ( ii 2i q-i 
. 
11 r(q+l) !_ o i=O i!(q- i)! -1 r s (l-s)
q-1
2 
x L r ( n + j ) 0
2 j 
j =O .1 ! f(n/2 + ,i) (2s) drds
2 
-
e-0 /2 b � (-l)i a2i+l 1 2i+l q-i q-i � r(n + j) .s2 . j ---:;;rT2'{ i�O i!(q - i)! 2i+l(s - 2l ' (1 -s) J;O j!f(n/2+j)(2s) ds
2 
rl/2 . . 1 2· 1 ., _ e-u q 1 (-1)1a2i+ i + (2i + l)! 1 k �� -
111/2 i�oi!(q- i)! 2i+1 k�o k1(2i + 1-k)1 (-2l jI0 j i r(n/2 + j) 
02 j f(q+i+,j-k+2)f(q- i + l) (I (q+i+j-k+2, q - i+l)x(2) r(n + j-k) b 
_ 1112 ( q + i + j -k + 2, q - i + 1) ]
{3.25) 
A 2 Then Pr {S > z} for 0 < z < 1 is (3.23) less (3.25) for a =  2z/(l - z ) 
and b = 1/(1 + z2 ). Since the integral of (3.4) over a triangle
0 < r < a(s - 1/2) and b < s < 1/2 for a <  0 is the negative of (3.25), 
Pr {B > z} for 1 < z < ., is (3.23) minus (3.25) for a = 2z/(l - z2) and 
b = 1/(1 + z2). Thus we obtain the cdf of S when S = O and n is odd. 
The distribution of SM - 8 is the distribution of (l + S2)B/(l - l\G).
Hence, for µ2 = 02(1 + s2) the cdf of the normalized estimator is 
(�/o is the asymptotic standard deviation) 
-13-
Pr { � ( i3M - 13) < t} /1 + 132 
Pr {� < t} 
1 - 1313 
A t 1 A Pr {13 < --· }+Pr {- < 13}- 13t + µ 13 ' 13(13t + µ) > 0 
1 A t Pr {- < 13 < ---} 13 13t + µ ' 13(13t+ µ)<O . 
Alternatively, the density (3, 9) of 1jJ can be used since 
(3.26) 
Pr {13 > z} is the probability of the shaded area in Figure 1 or 2 and hence
is Pr {� > ljl} where 1jJ = arc tan 2z/(l 
1jJ = (1 - z2)/(l + z2). For 0 < a< cos 
2 z),O<lj!<11, 
b < 11/2 
b . J cos1 
a 
r [ !. ( i + 1 ) Jr ( �) { 
[!. ( i + 1 ) , !. ] 1 2 I 2 2 2 xdx = 2 r(!. i + 1) cos a 2 
- I 2 [!. (i + 1) l]� cos b 2 , 2 T 
that is�
(3 .27) 
and for 11/2 < a < b < 11 - - - the integral on the left-h�nd side of (3.27) 
is 
from 
(-l)i+l times the right-hand side. The integral of (3.9) 
1jJ to 
2 
e-o /2 
2n+J I ,i=O
11/2 for 
r(n + j) 
r(.12 + j) 2 
0 < ljJ < 11/2 (O<z<l) is 
(a2)j f r [ ( i + 1 l /2 J
T i=O r[(n + 1 + i)/2]i!(j - i)! 
x I 2 [(i + 1)/2, 1/2]cos ljJ 
A 
on ljJ 
( 3. 28) 
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where cos ljJ = (1 - z2)/(l + z2). The integral of (3.9) on ljJ from ljJ 
to 11 for 11/2 < ljJ < .11 (1 < z < oo ) is 
-o2 /2 - f(n + .il e 
-- I l. 2n+l j=O r(� + j (o:t 
r[(i + l)/2](-1)ijI 
i=O r[(n + 1 + i)/2]i!(j - i)! 
x {l - I 2 ((i + 1)/2, 1/2]} . cos ljJ 
Then Pr {S > z} for 0 < z < 1 is (3.28) plus (3.29) with 1jJ = 11/2, 
that is, 2 cos 1jJ = O, and { } in (3.29) being 1, and Pr {13 > z} for
1 < z < "'  is (3.29). 
4. Asymptotic Expansions of the Distributions
4.1 An Asymptotic Expansion with Five Terms 
Anderson [1974] gave an asymptotic expansion of the Limited 
Information Maximum Likelihood (LIML) estimator. As shown by Anderson 
(1976], the distribution of the LIML estimator is the distribution of the 
maximum likelihood estimator of the slope of the linear functional 
relationship if the covariance matrix of error is estimated by use of a 
(3.29) 
sample covariances matrix distributed independently of (xg,yg)' g = 1, • . .  ,N. 
The asymptotic expansion to terms of order -3 µ , where µ2 = a2(1 + 132),
is valid when the estimator of the covariance matrix is replaced by the 
covariance matrix itself. (In the proof of Anderson [1974] X can be 
replaced by 0 since the expectations with respect to X in that proof are 
o. ) Hence it holds for th0 LIMLK estimator.
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The method of Anderson (1974] will be modified to give the expansion 
to order -4 µ It will be convenient to treat first the case of 
Let 
The distribution of 
W = tan 28 
2s xy 
s - s xx yy
s , s , and s xx yy xy is that of 
n n 
ll = 0. 
(4.l ) 
s 
xx 
n 2 Iu + (u. + 0>2 
g=2 g l 
s 
yy 
l v2 
g=l g 
s x::r 
l u v + (u1 + o)v1 , (4.2) 
g=2 g g 
where the random variables �,vl,u2,v2, ... ,un,vn are independently
normally distributed with means 0 and variances 1 (Anderson (1974], 
for example) . The cumulative distribution function of oW is 
Pr{oW < x} = Pr { 26s < x(s -s )} + O( e-0 ) - xy- xx yy (4.3) 
because Pr{s < s } = O(e-6) xx - yy as 6 
+ "'· Thefirst term on the right-
hand side of (4.3 ) can be written 
0 n 0 n 0 n 0 
Pr {xv�+ 2o(u1 + o)v1 +2 6 l u v -x [o�+ 20� + l u�]+ x l v�::. O}
{ 1 r 2 g=22( 
g g 
1 1 2 
g=l : g=2 
g 
Pr v1 ::_�-Cs + ou1) + 6 1 + 62� + � {x + �} 
1 2 ¥ 1 2� 2 + -3 { 2x u - 2x l u v } + 4 { x l u 6 1 g=2 g g 6 g=l g 
1 
x' 
,
!
2 
v� i) 2J} O(e-'J 
1 1 2 2 l ] 2 &<1> ,- [-( 6 + au ) + 6 ( 1 + ·6-2ul + 2 { x x 1 6 
2 + ul} 
1 
1 2 n l 2 n 2 2 n 2 2 / -6 
+ 3 { 2x u1 - 2x l u v } + 4 {x l u - x l v)) ]1 + O(e ) , 6 g=? g g 6 r;=l p; p;=2 f, (4.4) 
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where the expectation is taken with respect to the random variables 
u1,u2,v2, ... ,un,vn. The argument of <I> in (4.4) can be expanded
(details given in Anderson (1975]) to yield 
Pr{oW :: x} = &<1>(�x + ti)+ O(o-5) 
where 
11 n 1 3 1 n2 n2 n ti = ff 2x� - I u v 1 + 2c- x3 + 2x< r u - I v > + � r u v 1
g=2 g g 0 g=2 g g=2 g g=2 g g 
3 n 2 1 x� 1. ( \' u-+ �--8- - 2 � l g 3 g=2 0 
n 2 1 2  2 n 1 5 l v ) + <2x - u1) L u v ] + -llf�6 g=2 g g=2 g g 0 
2 3 xul n 2 n 2 1 2 
(T -2)( l u - L v ) - <2x �
g=2 g g=2 g 
3 n 1 n 2 �) L u v - 2x( l u v ) ]
g=2 g g g=2 g g 
The next step is to expand <!>[(l/2)x + ti] in a Taylor's series 
around the value (1/2)x to obtain 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
1 l 1 x 2 x2 1 3 <1>(2x + ti) = <1>(2x) + c1>(2x){ti - 4ti + (24 - 6)ti x3 x 4 (192 -16)ti} + O(ti5) (4.7)
The expected values of the powers of 6 are 
&6 _.l x
3 
+ l x5
 1 
02 8 04 
(16 - 2(n - l)x) 
2 6 4 
&t.2 = l [X4 + n - 1] + \ r�4 - x8 + 3(n - 1)] + O(o-5) o2 6 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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3 1 3 5 3 3 -5 &l> = 
;ii[-
32 x - Fn - I)x - 3(n - l)x] + O(o ) 
4 1 3 4 3 2 2 -5 &l> = 4[i6x + �n - l)x + 3(n - 1)) + O(o ) 0 
From this we obtain 
Pr{oW < x} = Pr{o tan 2a < x} 
(1 ) ( 1 ) 1 3 3 n - 1 ]= t 2x + 4> �? {-�16x + -4 x 
+ l[ --2._ 7 4 -1024 x 0 
0 
6n - 37x5 256 
(n - 1)2 3 
64 x 
+ �n - l)(n - 3)x)} + O(o-5)
We find the a symptotic expansion of the distribution of 
Pr{oe s z} = Pr{o tan 20 2z � .s tan Tl
(4.10) 
( 4. l:J_) 
(4.12) 
.se. 
(4.13) 
by substituting otan (2z/o) into (4.12) for x and expanding in a Taylor's 
series to obtain (see Anderson [1975]) 
A 
Pr{o 6  < z} 
' -. ,.... 3 - , , ... 7 1 I'\- 1, " "'( ) - .!.( >!....±_[£._ + � ] + ....±.. [!::_ + .1.VU - .1. .,I.., z 'I' z 2 6 2 z 4 72 - -- z 0 0 
+ 
(n - 1) (?i + 13) z3 _ 3(n - l)(n - 3) zll + O(o-6) 
( -6 The error is O o ) -5 because the term of order o is a polynomial
with only even powers of z and the distribution of 6 is symmetric 
(Anderson [1976]). 
(4.14) 
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We find th e asymptotic expansion of the distribution of Ii S = o tan 6 • 
A w 
Pr{o B < w} = Pr{o tan e < w} = Pr{.se < o arc tan 6} 
by substituting o arc tan (w/0) into (4. 14) and expanding in a Taylor's 
series to obtain 
Pr{oS < w} = �(w) - 4>(w){�[w3 + (n - l)w] + �[w7 + (2n - 5)w52& 80 
+ (n - l)(n + 3)w3 - 3(n - l)(n - 3)w]} + O(o-6) 
Now consider the model with an arbitrary slope coefficient S. 
Denote the maximum likelihood estimator in this general case by BM·
Then the distribution of BM - B is the distribution of (1 
+ s2 )S/ ( 1 - sil) . 
Hence 
{ Q A Pr ___ (SM - S) 11 + s2 < t} = Pr {� .:: t} 1 - BB 
{ A t } Q =Pr µ8 .:: + O(e- ) 
1 + _[t µ 
The left=handside can be evaluated to within an error of order O(o-6) 
by replacing w in (4.16) by t/(l + St/µ). An asymptotic expansion in 
this general case may be obtained by replacing w in (4.16) by the 
Taylor's series approximation for t/(l + St/µ). and expanding the function 
as a Taylor' series in l/o. We obtain 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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Pr { cS (SM - 13) < t} = 4> ( t) - � ( t ){ .@_ t 2 ,-------::- - µ 
/1 + 132 
+ � [132t5+ (1 - 2132)t3 + (n - l)t]
2µ 
+ � [132t8 + (3 - 7132)t6 + (6132 + 3n - 12)t4 
6µ 
3(n - 1 )t2 J + � [ ti4t11 + 3(2132 - 5134 )t9 
24µ 
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is O(e-0) for 0 < z and hence can be neglected asymptotically. Let
s xx 
s 
xy 
2 n 2 (l)_ + cS) + l u , s 
g=2 g yy 
n 
( u + cS ) (v + tlcS) + l u v 1 1 g=2 g g 
2 n 2 (v1 + tlcS ) + l v g=2 g 
(4.20) 
(See Section 5.) Then plim0-+<»$= 13. Thus we need only to consider z 
arbitrarily close to 13 and hence can confine z to positive values. 
We first consider the case when 13 = 0. By (4.20) we can see 
4 2 7 4 2 -cS + 3(1613 + (2n - 20)13 + l)t - 3(813 + (lOn - 34)13 that Pr {s - s > O} = 1 - O(e ) xx yy if 13 = 0. Then (4.19) for 0 < z < 1 
+ (2n - 5))t5 + 3(n - 1)(413
2 + n + 3)t3 
- 9(n - l)(n - 3)t]} + 0(µ-5) (4.18) 
The term of order µ-5 could be obtained by using the Taylor's series
for t/(l + tit/µ) to one more term, but the result is too complicated. 
4.2 The Doubly-Noncentral F-distribution 
Another approach is the use of the doubly-noncentral F-distribution. 
There is no loss in generality in assuming that 13 > 0. ln Section 3.2 
we showed that 13 > z ( > 0) if and only if the inequalities ( 3. 1 8) and 
(3.19) simultaneously hold. Now we want to argue for 13 � 0 that as 
o � oo the difference between the probabil ity of (3.18) and (3.19) and 
that of 
( 1  - z2)s > z(s - s ) xy xx yy (4.19) 
asymptotically implies s > O, and hence (4.19) is asymptotically xy 
equivalent to (3.19) and also implies (3.1 8) with probability 1 - O(e-0). 
Conversely, (3.18) implies s > 0 and hence (3.19) is asymptotically xy 
equivalent to (4.19). Therefore, (3.18) and (3.19) are asymptotically 
equivalent to (4.19). 
Next we consider the case where 13 > 0. In this case Pr {s > O} xy 
= 1 - O(e-0) by use of (4.20). Along with s > 0, (4.19) implies and xy 
is implied by (3.18) and (3.19). 
equivalent to (3.18) and (3.19). 
.Therefore, ( 4 .19) is asymptotically 
The consequence of the above reasoning 
is that 13 > z is asymptotically equivalent to (4.19) for 0 < z and 
13 > 0. 
We now consider the distribution of 
(1 - z2)s - ZS + ZS xy xx yy (4.21) 
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when s , s , and s have the distribution implied by (4.20) . The 
xy xx yy 
quantity ( 11.21) is a quadratic form in 2n variables and can be diagonalized 
by an orthogonal transformation. The matrix of the quadratic form is 
[ -zl 
1 2 
�l - z )!
�(l - z
2)�]
zl 
(4.22) 
with characteristic roots Al 
each with multiplicity n. 
2 (1/2)(1 + z ) and A2 -(1/2)(1 + z
2) 
There exists an orthogonal matrix L such that 
L' l-�(l 
-zl 
- z2)I 
�(l - z2)!] � 
= 
[A l! � ] 
zl C:. �� 
(4.2 3) 
Then (4.21) has the distribution of A1v1 + A2v2, where V1 and v2 have 
independent noncentral x2-distribution with n degrees of freedom and
noncentrality parameters o1 and o2, respectively. We have
\ 61 + A26 2 
01 + 02 0
2(1 + f32) 
( o so) l-
1=-( 1 2 
-z J;r' - ,2> 11- ' 1
J. I S o : - z
2) z 
o2 {-z + zf32 + (1 - z2)f3}
o2 {z(f32 - 1) + fl(l - z2)}
L -' 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
Then 
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0 = o2 l l(l + fl 2)+ (flz + l)(fl- z)] 1 2 1 + z2 
0 = 02 l �l + f32) _ (Sz + l)(fl - z) ] 2 2 1 + z2 
A 
The inequality fl < z is equivalent to A V + A V < 01 1 2 2 
equivalent to v1 - v2 � o, or vl � v2 or V/V2 :'; 1. 
has the doubly noncentral F-distribution with n and n 
and o1 and o2 as noncentrality parameters. 
We want 
Then 
01 
62 
A � Pr {o(flM - S)/11 + fl� :: t}. Hence we let 
2[1 t(µ + flt) ]
µ 2 - ( t2 + ( µ + flt )2) 
µ2 f.l + t(µ + llt) ]
L 2 ( t 2 + ( µ + llt ) 2) 
(4.26) 
which is 
The ratio V/V2 
degrees of freedom 
z = s + t �/.s. 
(4.27) 
It should be noted that the present approximation is legitimate 
over the region t > -afl//�, since fl > z was shown to be equi-
valent to (4.19) only for the range 0 < z. 
The cdf of the doubly-noncentral F distribution is represented 
as a doubly-infinite series. The straightforward computation, based on 
this representation, not only requires prohibitively long computational 
time but also causes difficulty to control the accuracy when either the 
noncentrality parameters or the det>;rees of freedom or both are lart>;e. 
Tlicrcfore, we need onr' more step of approximation to develo p a workable
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computational program for evaluating the cdf of the LIMLK estimator. 
Our approximation is based on the fact that the cube root of a chi-
square variate is well approximated by the Gram-Charlier expansion 
about the normal distribution. That is, we replace the probability 
Pr {V1 - v2 � O}, which is asymptotically equal to Pr {S � t}, by 
Pr {vi/3 - �/3 � O}, where vl and v2 are independently distributed 
as noncentral 2 Expanding the cdf of x • v1/3 _ v1/3 1 2 as a Gram-Charlier 
series up to the fourth order, we can evaluate the latter probability with 
little computational time,but enough accuracy. For the details of the 
Gram-Charlier expansion of the cube root of the noncentral chi-square 
variate the reader is referred to Anderson and Sawa (1979] or Mudholkar, 
Chaubey, and Lin (1976]. 
5. A Geometric Interpretation 
The N-dimensional vectors 
� 
= (x1, .. . ,�)', r = (yl, . • • ,yN)', 
� = (µ1, . . • ,µN)', and � = (v1, ... ,vN)' can be transformed (see Anderson 
[1976]) by an orthogonal matrix to (x*' ,IN i)•, {y*' ,IN y)', {µ*,IN ii)',
- -
and (v*,IN i:i)', respectively. The vectors of' n = N -1 dimensions satisfy 
s 
xx x*'x* s xy x*'y* 
2 µ*'µ* tS = - �-� 
02 
s 
yy y*'y*
Then v* = Bµ* lies on the line through the origin and µ*. If S is 
(5 .1) 
(5.2) 
positive, the length of v* is B times the length of µ*. Under nornality - -
x* has a spherical normal distribution in the n-dimensional space with 
center at �*, and y* has such a distribution centered at �·· 
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To obtain the least squares estimator of S the vector y* is pro-
jected on the vector x*; the estimator is the signed length of this projecti8n. 
Consider a vector � = bx�* + b�*, which is in the plane of x* 
and y*. The sum of' the squared distances of' x* and y* to z is 
[
�
· 
- �··: ]'[ �··: ] 7'Z � �
·
- Z"Z : + y* - .::.,--:- z y* 
[ y*'z ]
'
[ 
- z z - -
2 2 
x*'x* + y*'y* 
<�··�) + <�··�) 
z'z 
--z 
:r*': 
� 
z'z _ 
Minimizing (5.3) is equivalent to maximizing 
where 
2 2 (�··�) + (�*':) 
z'z 
(bx�*'�* + bi(*':*)
2 + (bx:*'�* + bi(*'�*)
2 
(bx:*+ b�*)1(bx:* + b�*) 
b1S2b = b'S b 
b = (b b ) ' and the symmetric matrix S has elements s , s x y  _ xx xy 
(5. 3) 
(5.4) 
= s and yx s yy A vector b maximizing (5.4) maximizes b'S b/b'b. Thus 
b satisfies 
S b  AM� 
(5.5) 
where AM is the maximum characteristic root of �· If a vector � satis­
fying ( 5 .5) is bM = (bM bM)', then the ratio of the signed length of the 
- x y 
pro,1ection of y* on z to that of x* is 
y*'z 
x*'z 
M M 
y*'x*b + y*'y*b 
0 - x - - y 
M M x*'x*b + x*'y*b 
x - - y 
A bM _JU:_ 
M 
AMbx 
bM 
1 
bM x 
(5 .G) 
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Since bM is orthogonal to b minimizing b'S b/b'b, the ratio (5,6) is 
a given by ( 2. 2). 
In the method of maximum likelihood both x* and y* are used to 
estimate the direction of µ*. Then the estimator of 13 is the ratio of 
the lengths of the projections on a line with this direction. 
There is an n x n orthogonal matrix that carries x* to X, 
y* to Y, µ* to (06,0, . • •  ,0)' and v* to (1306,0, . • .  ,0). The components 
of X and Y are independently normally distributed with variancf.'s o2 
and means 0 except that the first component of each vector &x1 = 06 and 
131 = 13 06. Only the distributions of x1 and Y1 depend on 13 and 6. 
This fact suggests that if X and Y were known, the best estimate of 13 
would be based on x1 and 
information sole1Y about 
r1; the other components of X and Y give 
o2• In turn the implication is that for given 6
the estimator of 13 for n = 1 would be more accurate than for n > 1 and
that the accuracy decreases as n increases. 
As 6 increases, the leading term in sxx is
and the leading term in s
xy 
is �Y1 = o2('1_ + 6)v1
2 2 2 x1 = a (� + 6) , 
when 13 = 0. Thus 
(2.2) is approximately v1/6; as 6 + 00, 613 has a limiting normal
distribution. 
6. Tables
Anderson and Sawa [1978] have given tables of the cdf of ' � o(SM - 13)/11 + 13� for 13 = 0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 , 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0,
2 n = 3, 7, 10 , 20, 30 , o = 4o, 100, 300, 1000, 3000 and 8000, at
values of the ar��ent -4.0 , -3.0, -2.5, -2.0 (.2)-1.0 (.1)1.0(.2)2.0, 
2.5, 3.0, 4.o. 
13 
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Figure 3 
2 
/ 
/ 
x* 
·1 
n 
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Anderson and Sawa [1975] have given tables of the cdf for B = 0, 
2 n = 1, 3, 7. 11, o = 2, 4, 10, 20, 40, at values 0.1(.1)1.0(.2)2.0(.5)7.0, 
2 
for e = 0.2, 0.5. 1.0, 2.0. 5.0. n = 1, 3. 7. 0 = 2, 4, 10, 20, 40, at 
values -1.0(1.0)-2.0(.5)2.0(1.0)7.0, and for e = o.o. 0.2, 0.5. 1.0, 
2 2.0, 5.0, n = 1, o = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 at values -7.0(.5)-2.0(.2) 
-1.0(.1)1.0(.2)2.0(.5)7.0. They also give some tables of the errors of 
approximation using various numbers of terms of the asymtotic expansion 
in Section 4.1. 
-28-
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